The authors propose that we need some change for the current technology in Chinese word segmentation. We should have separate and different phases in the so-called segmentation. First of all, we need to limit segmentation only to the segmentation of Chinese characters instead of the so-called Chinese words. In character segmentation, we will extract all the information of each character. Then we start a phase called Chinese morphological processing (CMP). The first step of CMP is to do a combination of the separate characters and is then followed by post-segmentation processing, including all sorts of repetitive structures, Chinese-style abbreviations, recognition of pseudo-OOVs and their processing, etc. The most part of post-segmentation processing may have to be done by some rule-based sub-routines, thus we need change the current corpus-based methodology by merging with rule-based technique.
Introduction
Chinese word segmentation seems to be an old grandma's story. We very often hear some contradictory remarks about its advance. Most of reports from the evaluation tasks always gave us positive, or even impressive results, such as over 96% accuracy, but some reports were rather negative and expressed their deep concern. They claimed that word segmentation was still entangled in a difficult situation and no breakthrough in real applications. By careful and longtime observation, the incompetence is usually caused by the coarseness in the currently prevalent technology.
We carefully observed some Chinese-English MT systems and found some errors were caused even in the very early stage of the processing, that is, in the stage of word segmentation. No matter the MT is statistics-based or rule-based, they have their Achilles' heel in the segmentation stage. Can today's prevalent technology effectively cope with the problem? Or do we need some change? The present technology is characterized by its "trilogy", that is, "corpora + statistics (ML) + evaluation". We regret to say that many researchers today may be indulged in methodology itself rather than the language they have to target. They are enchanted by the scores and ranks, but they forget the object they are processing.
Therefore we propose that a Chinese morphological processing (CMP) should be taken to replace the current Chinese word segmentation. CMP includes the following components:
• Chinese character processing (CCP) What is a Chinese "word"? It was reported that the concept of "word" had not been introduced into China until the very beginning of the last century. In fact word is alien to Chinese. At least the concept of word in Chinese is rather vague. In Chinese there are no clear-cut distinction between characters and so-called word, either between multi-character words and those that are similar to English MWE. Ordinary English people may be surprised if they are told that even in popular Chinese dictionaries there are no entries equivalent to English "pork (猪肉)", "beef 牛肉)", "egg (鸡蛋)", "rain (verb 下雨)", "snow (verb 下雪)", but there are entries equivalent to English "lower limbs(下肢)", "give orders (下令)", "appendicitis (盲肠炎)". There is somewhat arbitrariness in recognition of Chinese "words", so the vocabulary in different Chinese dictionaries may vary very greatly. Does a dictionary take usage frequency into account when it decides on its entries? Let's compare their occurrence with the following entries in the dictionary as shown in Table 1 . Let's compare the occurrence with the following entries in different dictionaries and in reference to Google's results. In Table 1 , "-" indicates that the entry does not occur and "+" indicates the entry occurs.
Entries 3 Popular dictionaries Results in
Google
32,500,000
24,300,000 In a word, since "word" in Chinese is rather vague, what is a better tactics we should take then? The present word segmentation is burdened too heavily. In comparison with English tokenization, it goes too far. Does English tokenization deal with MWEs, such as "United nations", "free of charge", "first lady"? Why does Chinese word segmentation have to deal with Chinese multi-character "word"?
Chinese character processing (CCP)
We propose that the real task of so-called Chinese word segmentation is to segment a running text into single characters with spaces between. We call this processing Chinese character processing (CCP). CCP is in parallel with English tokenization. In most cases CCP can achieve 100% accuracy. The most important task for CCP is not only to segment a text, but also to obtain various kinds of information (syntactic, semantic) of every character. What will be followed depends on the tasks to be designated. Usually a demand-led morphological processing will be taken. We may first look at some instances of machine translation results and find the actual problems. The reason why we use MT systems to test and evaluate segmentation is because this will make it explicit and easy for human to assess. One error in segmentation makes a 100% failure in translation. In our examples, the translation (a) is done by a statistical MT system and the translation (b) by a rule-based MT system. (C) is human translation, which may help make comparison and find the errors made by MT. Chinese OOVs can be roughly categorized into two classes, one is true OOVs and the other is pseudo-OOVs. The recognition and processing of true OOVs can be done as English OOVs are treated in English. However, the recognition and processing of Chinese pseudo-OOVs should be done by a special processing module. Chinese pseudo-OOVs includes two types: plain pseudoOOVs, such as "力挺", "洁肤", "野泳", "浴宫", "首胜", "完胜", and abbreviated pseudo-OOVs, such as "二炮", "世博", "严打", "婚介", "疾控 中心", "驻京办", "维稳办", "园博会", "中老 年", "事病假", "军地两用".
•
Plain pseudo-OOVs
A pseudo-OOV is a combinatory string of Chinese characters in which each character carries one of its original meanings and the way of combination conforms to Chinese grammatical pattern. In the above Chinese sentence the word "力挺" is a typical pseudo-OOV. "力挺" is a combination of two characters, "力" and "挺". "力" has four meanings, one of which is "do one's best". "挺" has six meanings, one of which is "back up". Originally in Chinese dictionaries we can find the following expressions similar to the pattern of "力挺", such as "力避", "力持", "力促", "力挫", "力荐", "力戒", "力克", "力 拼", "力求", "力图", "力争", "力主". In all these expressions the character "力" carries the same meaning as that in "力挺", and the second characters in the combinations are all actions. Therefore the expression "力挺" is a grammatical and meaningful pseudo-OOV. It should be noticed that this kind of pseudo-OOV is highly productive in Chinese. In addition to all the dictionary entries that we listed above, we found "力陈(to strongly state)"and "力抗(to strongly resist)" are already used in the web. Its highly occurrence in real texts calls our special attention. Let's see how MT will tackle them poorly. We wonder how the current technique of segmentation tackles the problem. We are not sure how one error in a segmentation effect the score in Bakeoff.
辩护人力陈多处疑点。
Let's look at two more examples and have a brief discussion of them. (c) An official was stabbed to death by the girl pedicurist.
All the four erroneous MT translations above originate from the so-called recognition of OOVs "外卖郎" and "修脚女" in the segmentation. The MT systems might make out " 外 卖"and "郎" or "修脚" and "女" separately, but fail to recognize their combinations. The combination pattern of these two plain pseudo-OOVs is a very typical and popular one in Chinese, just similar to the suffix "-er" or "-or" in English to derive a noun of a doer. "外卖郎" is a combination of "外卖"(takeout) and "郎"(boy). When a MT failed to tackle it, the translation would be so poor.
Abbreviated pseudo-OOVs
Different from English abbreviations or acronyms, Chinese abbreviations in essence are contracted forms of words and expressions. The contraction is mainly related to three factors: (1) maximal preservation of the original meaning; (2) possible maintenance of Chinese grammatical structural pattern; (3) consideration of acceptableness of rhythm. Let's take "维稳办" for example. "维稳办" is the contraction of "维护稳定办公室". The literal translation of the expression is "maintain stability office". Thus the first part of the expression "维护稳定" is contracted to "维稳", and the second part is contracted to "办". "维护稳定" grammatically is a "verb + object" structure while "维稳" can be regarded as the same grammatical structure. Grammatically "办公室" is modified by "维护稳定", and in the contraction the word "办" is also modified by the contraction "维稳". As for acceptableness of rhythm, "维稳办" is a three-character expression, in which the first two are a "verb + object structure and the last is single. The structure of "2-character verb + 1-character noun" is a highly-productive pattern of noun expression in Chinese. So it is desirable to process this type of structures before syntactic processing. As the structure can usually be patternized, it is possible to have them wellprocessed. We propose that we should deal with it in the morphological processing stage. The above two erroneous MT translations (a) and (b) originate from the failure in dealing with a typical verb structural pattern for expression to urge someone to have a try. This pattern is: 看 "VV ", its actual meaning is "have a try" and "to see if …". The literal translation of the above 穿穿看 instance " " may be "put on, put on and let's have a look". Similarly we can have 吃吃看 " " (which can be literally translated as "taste, taste, and let's see").
Repetitive structures
Chinese is unique with its various types of repetitive structures. They are by no means rare phenomena in real texts. Any negligence or failure in the processing of repetitive structures will surely spoil the succedent tasks. Unfortunately this problem has not caught enough attention of researchers and developers of word segmentation tools. Most of neglecters usually leave the problem to the vocabulary that they collect. Let's compare the following two groups of translations:
Group A 你再仔细听一听，是不是哪里漏水了。 他看了看停在旁边的火车。 Group B 你再仔细嚼一嚼，是不是有薄荷味。 他坐了下来，又向后靠了靠。 Group A1 You listen carefully, is not where the leak
